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second heading was directed at Anglo-Soviet treaties, which
were denounced as ' makeshifts hurriedly improvised in
response to pressure exercised by extremists in this country.
They embody the principle that the British taxpayer shall
guarantee the repayment of a loan to die Bolshevik Govern-
ment—a Government actuated by motives of hostility to the
British Empire and to all that it stands for.' In view of the
Zinoviev letter this sentence alone was probably sufficient
to consolidate his majority.
It is not impossible that the general form of the address
was based on a suggestion from headquarters, for it will be
noticed that nearly every Conservative election address be-
gins with its reference to the prosecution of the miserable
Campbell and to the dangers of the Anglo-Soviet-Treaty.
The rest of Eden's address has an interest now as evidence
of his views on domestic policy which henceforth were
bound to engage less and less of his attention. Oddly
enough this address makes no reference at all to Foreign
Policy as such, and completely ignores the League (Nicholls,
on the other hand, pledged himself to make it * an effective
reality*). Considering that the Geneva Protocol was a
matter of immediate concern, and British ratification or
rejection was likely to be the one of the first decisions of a
new government, his omission may have been deliberate.
He had done well enough in his first Parliament to cul-
tivate after this election a * lively sense of favours to come *.
His two other attacks were, first, on Socialist failure to
apply their * positive remedy' to cure unemployment.
* Since it has been in office/ he asserted, ' it has had ample
opportunity of applying the remedy—if it ever existed. It
has not done so. ... It has broken faith with the electors ',
and secondly (in thicker type) orx Liberal responsibility:
'For these and other errors committed by the Socialist
Government the Liberal Party cannot escape full responsi-
bility, as it placed the Socialists in office and kept them
there.'

